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eighteenth

and

and nineteenth centuries Christian missions

elsewhere

struggled

with

cvangelisation. Roman Catholic missions,
theological emphasis on the community of
search

for

communal

models, both

models

for effective

consistent with their

the Church, tended to
before and after personal

conversion.

What

were

the Reductions?

(Spanish Reducci6n) as a method of
origins
thinking of Bartolome de Las Casas in
the sixteenth century in Central America.3 He saw the only way of
protecting indigenous peoples from the depredations of
unscrupulous colonists was to isolate these peoples in communities
under missionary leadership and under the direct protection of the
Spanish Crown. The Crown was willing to delegate the exercise of
secular power to the religious leaders of the Reductions, thus
leading to some impressions of theocracy. The term "Reduction"

The model of "Reduction"
mission had its

in the
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of the Poor of Jesus Christ (New York
: Orbis,
1993), pp. 421'1'. As the present article will be principally about the
models of mission used in Africa in the 19th century, it is only proper to note that
Las Casas, while trying to protect indigenous peoples of the Americas from
colonial cruelty and exploitation, went through a period when he was blind to the
application of his principles to slaves being brought from Africa to replace
:1

Theology

and

Gustavo Gutierrez. Las Casas ill Search

indigenous

American labour. Las Casas will repent this moral blindness later in

his lire, See ibid. pp. 77.
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loosely organised indigenous

societies to prevent exploitation and the depredations of slave
traders, while at the same time providing a centre for the

religious living." The primary purpose
separated
precisely to isolate them from
their indigenous neighbours, but from the corrupting influences of
European colonists.
The Reduction model, with variations, was widely used from
the sixteenth to the eighteenth centuries throughout the Americas
by the lesuits in Southern Brazil and Paraguay, by Junipero Serra
and his Franciscan colleagues in Mexico and California, and by

communication of skills and
of

communities

was not

various Protestant groups in North America e.g. John Eliot and his
colleagues in Massachusetts.5

Puritan

A Colonial

Impact

u should be noted that the

population consistmg of
colonial settler-farmers has a much more serious (and generally
negative) cultural effect on indigenous populations and their
cultures than was ever the case of colonies whose main expatriate
component was colonial administrators, police and army personnel.
Settler-farmers are there to stay, to take up land rights and tenure,
and therefore much more resistant to making allowances for the
competing rights of indigenous populations. Similar contrasts will
later be

reality

of

a

in the colonial conquest of Africa. One can compare
the later history of Kenya, Zimbabwe, South Africa and Algeria

/1
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(Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1993), pp. 18-53. While Tinker
provides much useful information on the Reductions, his interpretation of their
contribution to indigenous welfare is entirely negative. However the facts do not
seem to demand his jaundiced view.
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with other African countries with
is

hardly

a

different colonial

that of the four counties

coincidental

experience. It
given special

mention, three of them only gained independence after

a

violent

revolution.

experience of much of Latin America, and in
adjacent to the Reductions, is rather similar, with
particular
a settler and .capitalist class of land-owners, merchants, adventurers
and slave-traders determined to exploit their advantage over the
indigenous population to the extreme. Much the same will happen
in the nineteenth century in North America, with the European
conquest of the indigenous American peoples. In missionary
strategy it was frequently foreseen that an indigenous population in
close contact with a settler population nominally Christian, would
be so scandalised by the immorality of the settlers that all
possi bi lity of cvangclisation would be lost.
The colonial
the

The Guarani

The

area

'Republic'

Reductions

literary

which

and historical

have

attracted the

sources were

greatest attention in

those instituted

by

the Jesuits in

parts of Paraguay, Uruguay and Brazil among the Guarani nation

1604'wtth

from 1610 C.E to 1760 C.E. It

began

decree

of land between

section

in

a

Spanish royal

the Parana and

designating
Uruguay rivers for Jesuit mission, with special responsibility given
to them for the protection of the indigenous Guarani population.
The towns were designed to ensure Christian instruction, training in
work skills (cattle rearing, agriculture, various trades ctc.), and
defence against rapacious slave traders and other indigenous
groups. They were organised into closely regulated communities.
With royal authority the missions organised a local armed militia
for defence, loyal to the Spanish monarch. During the time of the
Reductions these militias fought against Portuguese invaders, as
well as defending themselves against European and indigenous
marauders. Each village was centred around a church built with
a

local skills, and an elaborate local network of social, cultural and
educational services. Each had an elementary school and some had
their

own

publishing

and

printing

facilities. Such

were

the skills
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produced by the Guarani that they manufactured printing presses,
rather than depend on imports.
The Reductions eventually included over 30 Guarani towns
(usually of 2000 to 4000 inhabitants) and came to be known as the
Guarani Republic, a semi-autonomous unit within the Spanish
empire. In the Reductions for the first time in human history a total
population were literate. The Jesuits did not allow local settlers to
recruit indigenous people of the Reduction for work on farms and
in mines, or even to enter the Reductions except as supervised
visitors. This created great antipathy in the settler population. The
exclusion of the settlers created a fertile ground for ill-founded
rumours
that the Jesuits had secret gold mines which were
fabulously wealthy. The Jesuits were seen as business competitors.
At their peak of achievement in 1700 CE the reductions had
approximately 150000 inhabitants.
An aspect of the Reductions which has appealed to the
idealism and imagination of many generations, and provoked the
antipathy of others was the form of social organisation involved.
Rather than promoting the nascent capitalist model emerging in
industrial Europe, the Jesuits tried to retain the system of
communal land tenure traditional among the Guarani. What
emerged was a socialist model of common ownership reflecting the
idealised model of the early Christian community of the first
century, where all was held in common. Eventually this was
modified to require time given to common projects, with
permission to develop plots also for family requirements.
The end of

a

Dream

tragic result of political events
st
King Joseph 1 of Portugal
Europe
appointed Sebastian Joseph Carvalho (the later Marquis of Pombal)
as
foreign minister. He moved immediately to undertake an
exchange of territory with Spain, involving a swap of territory at
t he mouth of the Uruguay River in exchange for the seven Spanish

The end of the Reductions
in

I�l'ductions
\

I

was

the

from 1760 onwards. In 1750

on

the East bank of the River. The Jesuits and their

..rrani associates

were

ordered to leave the

ll'tTII\lj\

«

hich

they
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predecessors had developed for 150 years. The Jesuits
expelled from what was now considered Portuguese territory
presaging their total suppression in Europe in 1773. But some of
the Guarani refused and decided on armed insurrection. They were
massacred by the Portuguese army in February 1758.6
At the expulsion of the Jesuits in the 1760s there were 106000
inhabitants in 38 villages under the influence of 87 missionaries. At
and their
were

that ti me the Franciscans tried to continue the work. However

without the

systematic

administration of the Jesuits, the reductions

became the target of slave traders and envious settlers. In many
the Indi ans who survi ved returned to the forests and to

cases

traditional forms of life.
Their

Impact

in Literature

provoked so much comment in intellectual
the intervening centuries makes one suspect that they
merely seen as an interesting but exotic experiment by

That 'the Reductions

circles in
were

not

obscure missionaries in
involved

a

remote

come over

part of the world. What

was

the great ideological battles still to
paradigmatic
property tenure, and the rights of capital versus labour.
to

was

Voltaire, in his early work Candide ridicules the Reductions.7 But
in later life he wrote in Ch. 154 of his work Essai

I' esprit des nations
The

seems

6

So

les

maiurs et

in

Paraguay by the Spanish Jesuits
some way, the triumph of humanity. It

along, in
expiate the

to

Quakers

sur

follows:

establishment

appears

gave

as

cruelties of the first conquerors. The
in North America and the Jesuits in South America

a new

spectacle

sensitively represented

to

the world.

8

in David Putman's 1986

Oscar-winning

film The

Mission.
"I

Voltaire, Candide (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1963), Chapitre XIV: Comment

Candide et Cacambo furent recus chez les Jesuites du Paraguay, pp. 30 --32.
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(famous for his work
Nile), again no

of the

Roman Catholicism has this comment

relevant to

in his

our subject, in the context of his
biography
visit to Paraguay in the aftermath of the devastating genocidal war
waged against Paraguay by neighbours Brazil, Argentina and
Uruguay 1864-1870, a century after the Reductions. This war
ended with the deaths of 80% of the population of Paraguay (only
221,000 remained out of 1,337,000; there were only 28700 male

quoted

survivors). Burton was astonished at the semi-barbarism of the
Paraguayans, which he called a "palaeozoic humanity." And he
the isolation

blamed their backwardness

on

before their

1769. Isabel

in

imposed by

the Jesuits

Catholic

wife)
(Burton's
expulsion
to
read
of
the
Jesuit
his
description
period
pained
as "a deadening, brutalizing, religious despotism," resulting in a
culture "whose history may be summed up in absolute submission,
must have been

fanaticism, blind obedience, heroic and barbarous devotion to the
tyrant that rules it, combined with crass ignorance, hatred of, and
contempt for the foreigner"
Another

English

9

historian Robert

Southey,

things Catholic, in his History of Brazil

great admirer of

rejoice in the establishment of the
Paraguay their superstitions may be
forgi ven them, the noble efforts they made on behalf of the
oppressed Indians, and for the good they effected
They
formed a Utopia of their own
But erroneous as they were,
the sanctity of the end proposed, and the heroism and
perseverance with which it was pursued, deserve the highest
It was their fate to be attacked with equal
admiration
inveteracy by the unbelieving scoffers and philosophists on
one side, and by the all-believing bigots and blockheads of
their own idolatrous Church on the other.!"
Europe

has

no

wrote:

no

cause

to

Jesuits, but in Brazil and

....

,

....

....

I)

l-awn M. Brodic. The Devil Drives: A

l-yre
10

&

C .I.
.

Life of Sir Richard

Spottiswoodc, 1967), pp. 222-3.

McNasby.

Lost Cities

of Paraguay,

p. 11.

Burton

(London:
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A Rebirth of the Dream: A Closed Christian

Community

but suspect that a paradigm and dream which can provoke
such extremes of devotion and venom from across such a wide

One

can

inner power which will renew itself in new and
forms in mission history. And so it does in the history of

horizon has

modified

an

Christian missions in the nineteenth century. The continent will be
different, the problems being addressed will differ, but the

19th century the continent will be
Africa rather than the Americas; the exploited ones will be slaves
on
sale in the market places or released from slave ships
intercepted while running the blockade of the colonial navies,
rather than indigenous peoples in danger of being enslaved. They
will be indigenous peoples tom from their cultural and social roots
by slave traders, and in spite of apparent liberation, unable to return
paradigm

to

will be reborn. In the

their social and cultural matrix.

Which

this review essay to its immediate object, the
work of Paul Kollman, The Evangelisation of Slaves and Catholic

brings

Origins in Eastern Africa. The author, a priest of the Holy Cross
Congregation who graduated from the University of Chicago
Divinity School, and now teaches theology at the University of
Notre Dame, is not a member of the Congregation of the Holy
Spirit (Spiritans), the early origins of whose mission in Eastern
Africa is. under' examination. This probably gives the author a
degree of distance which allows balanced academic judgment.
This very important study of the origins of Roman Catholicism
in East Africa traces an experiment in mission method by members
of the Spiritan Congregation (also known .as the Holy Ghost
Fathers) in the middle of the 19th century, which centred around
Zanzibar and Bagamoyo in modem Tanzania. It develops and
expands the important dissertation of John Kiernan for the
University of London in 1966, The Holy Ghost Fathers in East
Africa 1863-1914, which unfortunately was never published.
Kollman's use of primary sources never previously published gives
information
and perspective previously
scholars
access
to
unavai lable in the literature on the subject.
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advises

against stereotypical
early Spiritans.
judgments
Most mission foundations are designed to be filled with the hoped
for future converts, and their success judged by this. Zanzibar and
Bagamoyo, by contrast, were designed to be emptied as they
became places of passage for future foundations inland.

preface

wisely

of the motives and achievements of the

Uprooted People
In his first (introductory) chapter Kollman correctly points out what
made slave cvangclisation unique and difficult to compare with
other missionary initiatives: the recipients were not already
enculturated in a society to which they belonged. They had been
violently torn from their social matrix and had little chance of
finding a supportive society to which they could be grafted. Thus
the purpose of their evangelisation was not individual conversion
primarily, but an attempt to blend them into an ideal Christian
society with many utopian and theocratic elements. In fact the
practical day-to-day regulation of the "liberty villages" had a lot in
common with traditional models of Catholic seminary and religious
community life involving enclosure, discipline and intensive
liturgical practice. In retrospect it is hardly. surprising that such
social engineering would lead to the disillusionment of the
missionaries,

unrest

abandonment of the

typology

of

among the redeemed slaves, and the final
project. Kollmann usefully uses the Hirschman

exit/voice/loyalty
project as a

individuals and the

Utopia

to

analyse the various phases
experienced.

that

whole

and its Shadow Side

accurately analyses the built-in anomalies involved in
evangelisation. 'The underlying model of Christian
liberation from captivity was presumed to justify the redemption of
slaves and their settlement in mission-established villages. These
villages were planned to become models of Christian community
li ving, whose example would be followed irresistibly by the
surrounding peoples. However the underlying utopian aspiration
was challenged by the resentment felt by the missionaries at the

The book

this method of
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perceived failure of their clients to live up to the missionaries'
expectations, and in some cases the forced suppression of the
desires for liberty when their clients decide they want more
complete liberty by leaving the villages.
Kollman traces accurately the elements of experience that
prepared the Spiritans for this initiative, particularly the rural
background of the majority of their members from the peasant class
of Alsace,
together with their Congregation's history of
involvement in orphanages and reformatory schools in France
which deeply influenced the early policies of missionary strategy
pursued by them in East Africa. In fact a deep seated ultramontane
rejection of the values of the French Revolution seems to have
pervaded the Spiritan ethos, as Etienne Baur's comment about their
village dependants desiring "to breathe the pestilential air of
liberty" (p.l37) seems to reveal, all the more anomalous as
Bagamoyo and its sister villages were termed "villages de liberte".
Horrors and

Myths

Other studies of the slave trade from East Africa to the Arabian
Gulf would suggest that Kollman may be somewhat over-generous
in his assessment of the relative mildness of the trade in East Africa

(see p. 71) by comparison with its counterpart

Passage

and

ion

the Americas. Without

wishing

on

to

the Middle

understate the

horrors of the Atlantic slave trade, it is only fair to acknowledge
that the trade to the Arabian Gulf, while different, sometimes
involved horrific

in the Atlantic trade.

Kollman

II

critically

narrati ves, most of which
.

mutilation

personal physical
examines
are

some

relatively

of

the

unknown

rrnssionary

interpreted by missionaries for the
the European churches. He attempts

purpose of seeking support in
a useful exercise in applying the elements of modern structural

analysis to these narratives. In this context it is hardly surprising
myth-ical elements are discernible in the stories of Suema and
Casimir (pg. 128-138).
that

11

Ronald Segal, Islam's Black Slaves:
Diaspora (London: Atlantic Books, 2001),

A

History of Africa's Other

pp.

52, 62, 145-176.
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for Conversion: Of Nurseries and Beehives

four reveals the

grand strategy underlying the Spiritan
Bagamoyo mission stations as
staging points for the missionary conquest of East Africa, using the
redeemed slaves, appropriately converted and enculturated into a
society pervaded by Christian values, as pioneer groups for the
Chapter

initiati vc ---to

use

the Zanzibar and

conquest of the continent for Christ and Catholicism. Like many
grand schemes, utopianism is overtaken by the reality of the human
situation, especially where those .humans have been tom from their
network of social and cultural supports. While the motivation of
liberation of slaves was laudable, it becomes apparent from
.

Kollman's

that the slaves selected for the

villages were not
chosen in a mass humanitarian redemption depending on need, but
primarily in terms of their perceived potential for moulding to serve
the mission's future plans for evangelisation.
Kollman traces the evolution of the project from an initial
strategy of total paternalistic care of the subjects to a system of
partial remuneration of the ex-slaves for their labour. The
paternalism is evident in the terminology which was in use
concerning the inhabitants of the villages-les enfants de mission
study

(mission children)--even if the individuals 'had matured
of

heads

fami lies

contradictions in the
slaves decide

they

and

project

even

grandparents.

become evident when

want further

The
some

to

be

inherent

of the

ex

liberation

by leaving the mission,
Perhaps it is not surprising
of the experiment, though

in resentments and sanctions.

resulting
in the light

of the

colonial

lamentable, that racist attitudes

missionary

staff.

There

were

roles

in

the

roots
are

detectable among

some

of the

three groups among the ex-slaves in terms of their
mission: the orphanage, the villagers and the

seminarians. The attempt to form seminarians from the ex-slaves
proved a total failure and may account for the relative slowness in
the development of a local clergy in the areas of East Africa
entrusted to the

greater

success

in the century which followed. However
is noted in the development of the orphanage for

Spiritans

the younger ones, and the

village

life of the adults. There

was

a
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grand strategy involved: to form orderly units which would grow,
by natural reproduction or by the addition of new members

either

from the slave markets

be trained in

as

funds allowed. The communities

were to

various skills and trades. When the communities

they were to be subdivided, with a new
community nucleus being moved inland to a new location prepared
in advance. This was to establish a chain reaction producing
Christian communities which would eventually evangelise the
whole area of inland Africa. It was a brave experiment.
In 1868 the first subdi vision took place when a group crossed
the 30 miles to mainland Africa at Bagamoyo. The plan for self
sustammg agricultural cornrnurutics (of some hundreds of
members) required substantial allocations of land, easily available
reached

on

a

critical mass,

the mainland, but not

Zanzibar.
two

the confined space of the island of
expressed the plans with

on

literature of the time

Spiritan
images: either the horticultural nursery
was transplanting to other gardens, or the beehive

dominant

purpose
swarm would subdivide and

move to

whose
whose

form other hives further into

the interior of Africa.

The Hive Subdivides

Chapter

five traces the

implementation

of the

grand strategy up to
1890, with the sending of nuclear groups from Bagamoyo to form
Christian villages at Mhonda, Mandera, Morogoro, Tununguo and
Kondoa. In spite of unrest in the villages, a distinct Catholic identity
emerges among many of the villagers. The Spiritans had frictions
themselves
about the policies being followed, some
among
the
move
to
encouraging
greater independence, while others
demanded the permanent life-long attachment of the vi1lages, and
even the incarceration of deserters. The Spiritan Chapter of 1884
witnessed the emergence of the Spiritan Alexander Le Roy as a
reforming influence, which he would later exercise on a wider horizon
as Superior General of the Spiritans from
1896. This marked the
reform and eventual replacement of the strategy at the end of the
nineteenth century.
Kollman concludes with

interesting review of the reluctance
acknowledge its foundation in the cx-

an

or the Church in East Africa to
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slave "liberty villages", which is hardly surprising in the light of the
extraordinary vibrant churches which have emerged in East Africa in a
post-colonial climate. l lc limits his consideration to those parts of East
Africa presently designated Tanzania. The extension of the influence
of the Bagamoyo model to modern Kenya, to Bura in the Taita Hills
and at St. Austin's Mission in Nairobi, awaits exploration, as does the
application of similar model thinking to the ex-slave villages of the
12
Church Missionary Society along the East African Coast.

A Belated

Experiment on the Niger
It might also be noted. that just as the village de liberte was running
out of credibility in East Africa, Fr. Joseph Lutz and his team, all
French Spiritans, arrived at Onitsha on the Niger 1885 and proceeded
to establish such a viIIage as a foundation for mission work in Eastern
Nigeria. Such projects were further encouraged by the large sums of
money for the redemption of slaves becoming available to Catholic
missions through coIIections taken on the Feast of Epiphany in the
Churches of Europe as a result of the encyclical of Pope Leo XIII (Ill
13
Plurimis) condemning slavery.
Spiritan Leon Lejeune led the mission on the Niger from 1900
until his death in 1905, during which time mission strategy changed
radically. This was partly due to the global thinking in the Spiritan
Congregation under the superior generalship of Alexandre Lc Roy,
and partly due to changes in British colonial policy, which from 1902
provided substantial subsidy for the development and running of
17,

Since the seminal work of Roland Oliver, The

Missionary

Factor ill East

Green & Co.,

1952).
Africa (London: Longmans,
11
From 1883 large sums of money for the redemption of slaves became available
in a Catholic context. As a result of the encyclical of Pope Leo XIII ln. Pluriniis
1888.See Joel S. Panzer, The Popes and Slavery (New York: Alba House,
19(6), pp. 56-58.

image of the villages to outsiders was reinforced by a
involving Fr. Lutz. A slave girl had been redeemed
married outside the village. Fr. Lutz accepted
the
mission
and
was
later
by
of
to
payment
bride-price
compensate the mission for the initial redemption fce.
I Ic found himself in court, charged and found guilty of technical slave-trading.

The

ambiguity

of the

disastrous incident in 1890

fined, with the meagre consolation that the court did not attach any moral
his action. Sec F. K. Ekechi, Missionary Enterprise and Rivalry in
l�h()/('!'(! 1857-·J9f.1 (London: Frank Cass, 1971), p.l00.
I lc

was

stigma

to
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mISSIon

primary schools,

on

condition of their

certain standard of excellence.

being brought to a
sufficiently insightful to

Lejeune
potential of these developments for a new mission strategy on
the Niger. Lejeune wrote to his superior general, Le Roy in 1904:
"education is the only way ahead in Africa, there is no other possible
way to convert people". Two years previously he had written to Le
Roy, "it is perilous to hesitate, the christian village must go, and all
,,14. From Le Roy's
our concentration must be on the schools
in
Africa
East
was
previous experience
Lejeune
preaching to the
see

was

the

converted.
Conclusion
Kollman's book has

a

limited horizon in that it focuses

exclusively

on

missionary method in use on the coast of East Africa, without
exploring the fact that the similar methods of evangelisation through
the redemption of slaves were being pursued more or less
simultaneously by the Spiritans on the West Coast of Africa, on the
Niger and in Gabon (apart from a passing reference on p. 61) and on
other continents, and by other Christian missionary groups. It is also
curious that only passing reference (p. 61) is made of the analogous
use of theocratic Christian villages as a method of evangelisation by
the Jesuits in Paraguay, as previously considered in this essay. The
model of the Christian village as an attempt to reproduce a utopian
society in an alien environment has a strong lineage in Christian
mission history.
The style of the book is somewhat marred by repetition. The
opening chapters are thematic. The rest of the book follows historical
order. The result is that in many cases the same material is repeated
with little added. But this is not to take away the extraordinary
achievement of the book which is compulsory reading for anyone
interested in mission history and strategy.
a
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